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Disclaimer

I computational gravity vs numerical relativity
I equations are only ‘sort of’ correct
I no references given
I no sophisticated numerical methods discussed
I mainly discussion of the PDE
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The basics of GR
Equivalence principle

I with the same initial conditions all bodies
experience the same acceleration

I trajectory of a body is independent of its
internal structure

I can be attributed to the geometry of the
space and time continuum

I trajectory is determined from the curvature of
space-time

Curvature tells the bodies how to move

How is the curvature determined?
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The basics of GR
What is curvature?

I parallel transport a rod around a loop
I does not return in the same orientation
I effective rotation, depends on the loop
I curvature measures the infinitesimal

rotation for infinitesimal loop
I here: one number per point
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The basics of GR
Curvature

In four dimensions

I many more possibilities for loop orientation
I rotations in four dimensions (Lorentz transformations)
I information contained in Riemann tensor Rabc

d

I 20 components, i.e., 20 numbers per space-time point
I splits into two pieces (10 components each)

Riemann = Weyl + Einstein

I related by Bianchi identity ∇[eRab]c
d = 0

∇dCabc
d .

= ∇[aGb]c

∇aG
ab = 0
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The basics of GR
Einstein equation

The Einstein part of the curvature is determined by matter

Gab =
8πG

c4
Tab

I geometry: Einstein tensor Gab

I matter: energy-momentum tensor Tab

Remarks
I energy-momentum tensor must be divergence-free

∇aT
ab = 0

I supplement with equations for the material (fluid, elastic body,
electromagnetic fields,. . . )

I tensor equations, valid in all coordinate systems
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The basics of GR
Gravitational waves

The other piece of the curvature describes the gravitational waves

∇dCabc
d .

= ∇[aTb]c

I coupled to the derivative of T ab via Bianchi identity and
Einstein equation

In a different representation

∂tEab + εa
cd∂cBdb = . . . , ∂aEab = . . . ,

∂tBab − εacd∂cEdb = . . . , ∂aBab = . . .

cp. Maxwell’s equations
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Einstein’s equation
Meaning

Einstein’s equation in vacuum

Gab = 0

I no matter
I half of the Riemann tensor vanishes
I physically: space-time contains only gravitational waves
I mathematically: space-time is a Ricci flat Lorentzian manifold
I geometric statement
I invariant under general coordinate transformations
I in particular, there is no canonical time coordinate

∴ How do we get a time evolution?
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Einstein’s equation
Two ways of slicing a space-time

I different slicing give different evolutions
I consecutive slices are intrinsically related
I need to distinguish coordinate artefact and real physical effect
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Einstein’s equation
More explicitly

I choose some coordinates (xa)a=0:3

I write the metric in coordinates with components gab(x)

g = gab(x)dxa ⊗ dxb

I gab is Lorentzian, signature (−1, 1, 1, 1)

I curvature is a 2nd order expression in gab
I Gab = 0 results in the equation

gcd∂c∂dgab + gcd∂a∂bgcd − ∂a∂cgbc − ∂b∂cgac = F (g, ∂g) (?)

I F (g, ∂g) is a non-linear mess, quadratic in ∂g
I no specific type, has a hyperbolic term
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Einstein’s equation
Harmonic (wave) coordinates

I use the arbitrariness of the coordinates
I combination of first derivatives (Christoffel symbols)

Γa = gbc∂cgba −
1

2
gbc∂agbc

I can be chosen as an arbitrary function of the coordinates

Γa = fa(x)

I every choice of fa characterizes a particular coordinate system,
gauge source functions

I Einstein equation (?) becomes

gcd∂c∂dgab = F̂ (g, ∂g, f) (#)

I system of 10 coupled quasi-linear wave equations
11



Einstein’s equation
Harmonic (wave) coordinates

I solve the modified equation (#) instead of (?)
I get metric functions gab(x)

I are these also solutions of (?)?

I Yes!
I the quantity

Qa = Γa − fa
satisfies a semi-linear wave-equation

2Qa = (∇aQb +∇bQa)Qb

I when Qa = 0 and Q̇a = 0 initially, then Qa = 0 everywhere
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Einstein’s equation
Initial value problem

Summary
Given initial data g0ab(x

1, x2, x3) and ġ0ab(x
1, x2, x3) on R3 such

that g00 < 0, Qa = 0 and ∂0Qa = 0, then there exists a solution
gab(x

0, x) of (#) such that
I gab(0, x) = g0ab(x)

I ∂0gab(0, x) = ġ0ab(x)

I Qa(x0, x) = 0

so gab is a solution of (?) and defines a Ricci flat manifold

Note
I initial data must satisfy suitable boundary (fall-off) conditions
I initial data satisfy constraints
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Einstein’s equation
Other formulations

I there exist many other formulations of Gab = 0 as an IVP
I metric vs. frame formulation
I 1st-order vs 2nd-order
I based on Hamiltonian structure
I based on conformal structure

I the systems are large
I depending on the formulation 40 - 60 evolution equations
I many constraints

I they all have the same basic property
I constraint equations satisfied at each instant of time
I hyperbolic set of evolution equations
I equations are compatible

evolution preserves the constraints
solutions of constraints evolve into solutions of constraints
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Einstein’s equation
Constraints

the condition ∂0Qa = 0 restricts the geometry of the time-slices
Σt = {x0 = t} in space-time

R+ kabk
ab − (kc

c)2 = 0

Dck
c
a −Dak

c
c = 0

with hab, kab the first and second fundamental forms of Σt

I Hamiltonian and Momentum constraint
I these equations are present in every formulation (with others)
I highly underdetermined set of equations (12 vars vs. 4 eqns)
I many free data
I different choices yield elliptic, parabolic and even hyperbolic

equations
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Einstein’s equation
Constraint propagation

Analytically: C(u, ∂u) = 0 is preserved by the evolution

∂0C + Ai(u)∂iC = B(u,C)C

I (symmetric) hyperbolic system
I C = 0 initially, then C = 0 always
I C = 0 defines a hypersurface in the phase space of the system
I the solution is a trajectory on the constraint hypersurface
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Numerical treatment
Methods in use

Quite standard numerical methods
I mostly finite difference methods
I early codes used 2nd order (Lax-Wendroff, etc)
I involvement of numerical analysts
I now universally MOL with high order spatial discretisation

I spectral methods in space (with domain decomposition)
I summation by parts (SBP) methods (discrete energy method)
I finite mesh refinement

Main numerical issues
I constraint propagation
I boundary conditions
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Numerical treatment
Numerical constraint propagation

Numerical evolution does not preserve the constraints

Remedies
I project to the hypersurface

I problem: no guidance for the direction

I constrained evolution
I constraint damping

I add multiples of the constraints to the evolution equations
I changes the constraint propagation
I can make the constraint hypersurface an attractor
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Simulations
Numerical solution of Einstein’s equation is used in several different
contexts

I fundamental questions
I Einstein-Maxwell
I Einstein-Yang-Mills-Higgs
I Einstein-Dirac
I black hole stability

I cosmology
I approach to the ‘big bang’
I character of the singularities
I numerical discovery of ‘spikes’

I astrophysical simulations
I neutron star vibrations
I supernova core collapse

I gravitational waves
I binary (BH/BH, BH/NS, NS/NS) systems
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Binary black hole problem
NSF Grand Challenge project (1990’s)

I challenges for scientific computing
I established at the same time as LIGO
I many man-hours spent on ‘suspicious’ systems
I steep learning curve

Compute the evolution of two black holes
I in some sense the easiest system
I can use vacuum equations
I compute wave forms for the most likely source of gw
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Visualisation

I Visualisation of two black holes merging
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=kkKDs59zcdI


Computational issues

Challenges

I different scales
I need to track the orbits of merging black holes
I need to capture the far field (radiation)
I large frequency range
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Computational issues

SpEC (Spectral Einstein Code)

I developed at Caltech, Cornell
I generalised harmonic formulation
I spectral collocation in space, RK4 in time
I domain decomposition

I track horizons, cover mid and far field
I ≈ 50 touching grids, moving, deformed

I constraint damping
I constraint preserving boundary conditions
I very expensive

I 103 − 104 CPU hours per orbit, typically 20
I match with approximations before and after merger
I develop hierarchical grid techniques for interpolation
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Computational issues

Schematic geometry of touching grids near the centre
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Detection of gravitational waves
LIGO (Laser Interferometric Gravitational wave Observatory)

I several detectors distributed over the northern hemisphere
I on 14.9.2015 two LIGO detectors saw signals of similar kind

I data analysis
I matched filter analysis using relativistic wave-form templates
I signal caused by coalescence of two black holes

I inspiral, merger, ringdown to one Kerr black hole
I black hole masses: 36 Ms + 29 Ms → 62 Ms, 3 Msc2 in gw
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Detection of gravitational waves
compare with computation of binary system with same parameters

Two consequences
gravitational waves and black holes exist
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Visualisation

I What the merger would look like
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=Zt8Z_uzG71o


Concluding remarks

I computational gravity has come a long way
I codes seem to work reliably
I mainly heuristically developed, driven by geometric and

physical ideas
I new physics is discovered

I kicks
I spikes

I computational math questions
I finite element methods?
I systematic treatment for constraint preservation ?
I constraint preserving discretisation of Einstein equation?
I adaptive mesh refinement?
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